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ABSTRACT 

Unlike traditional currency, which is issued by a central bank or administrator and 

regulated and issued by governments, cryptocurrency is a decentralised digital money 

that is issued without the intervention of a central bank or single administration. The use 

of bitcoin is well-known around the world, and people utilise it for peer-to-peer 

transactions for goods and services.With the current article, the researcher plans to 

examine the structure, or a deficiency in the department – of cryptographic forms of 

money in India. The article is divided into various parts viz. Part I, which looks at the 

legitimate situation in India and order of lawful occasions regarding VC’s. Part II 

examines the newly proposed Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital 

Currency Bill, 2021. Part III contains the concluding remarks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cryptocurrency is treated similarly to traditional currency, and its value is determined by 

market demand and supply. Cryptocurrency isn’t physical in nature, thus it’s stored as a 

digital currency on digital wallet platforms or in offline wallets (also known as cold storages) 

that don’t have internet access, such as hard drives, USB drives, or computer devices, as a 

safeguard against hacking or cybersecurity threats. It is basically an internet-based medium of 

exchange that conducts financial transactions using cryptographic processes. 

Cryptocurrencies are based on distributed ledgers, in which transaction records are recorded 

on a publicly distributed chain, encrypted to offer pseudonym to the trans actors and avoid 

double spending, which may be detected using a workable consensus algorithm. In the 

cryptocurrency industry, a transaction is the transfer of a specified amount of cryptocurrency 

from one network address to another. This necessitates the use of a “wallet.” A wallet is 

usually a piece of software, such as a phone app, that allows users to manage their address, 

public keys, and private keys. An address is a type of identifier similar to a bank account 

number. Private and public keys are strings of letters and numbers that are used to encrypt 
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messages. The transformed shorter function of the public key is an address. While the 

account address is public, the transaction can only be completed with the use of a private key. 

Because the keys are complicated strings, converting them to a fixed-length encrypted key is 

useful. 

Cryptocurrency is considered the safest currency in the world because it is difficult to read 

and cannot be counterfeited due to the use of encryption codes that are one-of-a-kind and 

difficult to crack. The most essential attribute of a cryptocurrency is that it is not controlled 

by a single entity: the blockchain’s decentralised nature makes cryptocurrencies potentially 

impervious to government control and meddling. Blockchain is the technology that allows for 

the creation and use of cryptocurrency. The details of cryptocurrency ownership records are 

kept in a public ledger in the form of a computerised database that uses strong cryptography 

to secure transaction records, restrict the creation of new coins, and verify ownership 

transfers. Individual ownership records are kept secret.  

Bitcoin is the most widely used cryptocurrency on the market, having acquired popularity and 

acceptance over time and being used for peer-to-peer transactions and as a payment method 

all around the world. The current exchange rate for 1 Bitcoin in India is 26,90,450.56. (June 

04th, 2021). Bitcoin’s consensus process, known as Nakamoto Consensus, was the major 

innovation it contributed to this sector.  A currency system based on a decentralized ledger is 

vulnerable to the aforementioned double spending attacks in the absence of a third-party 

facilitator. Because money does not exist in the real world, it is possible for an individual to 

send the same bits associated with a unit of cash to two other individuals in isolation. In the 

absence of a trusted third party, the network must be able to recognise the authenticity of 

these transactions, and consequently the legitimacy of the existing chain of transactions, 

because the decentralised ledger is made up of blocks of these transactions. 

Procedure for obtaining them 

Cryptocurrency is created through mining, a procedure in which an individual can create 

them using blockchain technology; however, it is a difficult process that not everyone can 

complete. To process bitcoin, you’ll need a good understanding of the technology as well as a 

lot of money. 

Another alternative is to buy them on a bitcoin exchange and receive them in return for 

products and services from someone else. 

According to a Mint report, about 10 million Indians presently hold cryptocurrencies worth 

around 10,000 crores, according to industry estimates. In India, there are approximately 340 
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crypto companies that directly or indirectly employ tens of thousands of people.2 

II. IS IT LEGAL IN INDIA TO OWN CRYPTOCURRENCY? 
Late improvements in the crypto world, including Bitcoin freefall from $65,000 in April to 

underneath the $40,000 mark after Elon Musk’s assertions, have brought back centre around 

laws around the administration of cryptographic forms of money in India.3 

After dithering over sanctioning or forbidding cryptographic forms of money, the Indian 

government has made an empowering stride towards managing advanced monetary standards 

in India. The Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has made it required for organizations to 

unveil crypto exchanges/ventures during the monetary year. Specialists consider it to be a 

positive advance and expect the tax collection rules to finish. This is being considered as the 

first step towards managing digital currencies in Quite a while. 

The bookkeeping of crypto resources is pointed toward checking criminal operations and 

flow of dark cash by means of cryptos. It can likewise improve corporate administration with 

more straightforward exposures. The Centre has guaranteed crypto partners that there will not 

be a sweeping restriction on computerized monetary standards and that it’s actually figuring 

its full assessment on the matter. Money server Nirmala Sitharaman has said the Centre was 

available for experimentation with new innovations and isn’t shutting its psyches for them. 

Cryptographic forms of money are not illicit or illegal in India. So, on the off chance that you 

need to purchase, suppose Bitcoins, you can do as such and begin exchanging it. Be that as it 

may, India doesn’t have an administrative structure to oversee cryptographic forms of money 

as of now. The public authority had established an Inter-Ministerial Committee (IMC) on 

November 2, 2017, to consider virtual monetary forms. The Group’s report, alongside a Draft 

Bill, hailed the positive part of dispersed record innovation and proposed different 

applications, particularly in monetary administrations, for its utilization in India, including 

banks and other monetary firms. 

Nonetheless, the Centre had hailed reservations around its abuse and needed to place a 

sweeping boycott in India. Most recent reports say digital money may not face a total boycott 

in India. The Centre may before long set up a board to manage them. The choice was taken 

after a few cryptographic money trades encouraged the Centre to manage virtual coins 

instead of restricting them. 

Digital money exchanges are taxable in India in situations where the individual acquiring 

 
2 Ban Talks  Fails to Deter Investors 
3  Business Today, Article on Cryptocurrency in India: What’s the govt’s stand, legal status, its future 
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such gains is an Indian tax resident or where the crypto is supposed to be domiciled in India. 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) banned banks from supporting cryptocurrency transactions 

in 2018, causing the Indian cryptocurrency market to be in disarray. 

The ban was reversed by the Supreme Court of India’s decision in the case of Internet and 

Mobile Association of India v. Reserve Bank of India4, which struck down the Reserve Bank 

of India’s circular on March 4, 2020.The court found the Reserve Bank of India’s limitations 

on banks and other businesses trading virtual money to be unjust and declared the restrictions 

unenforceable. As a result, there is currently no regulation prohibiting an individual from 

possessing or selling bitcoin in India, and it is not an unlawful activity or behaviour. 

The Supreme Court disproved the main dispute raised by the petitioners and held that the 

VCs are capable in performing practically every one of the elements of genuine money and 

establish a computerized portrayal of significant worth. They are able to work as a unit of 

record, a store of significant worth, and additionally a mode of trade and exchange. 

Consequently, regardless of the way that VCs are not legitimately delicate and don’t shape a 

piece of the instalment framework, RBI actually has the ability to control them as they 

influence the monetary arrangement of the country. Furthermore, anything that has an effect 

or represents a danger to the monetary framework can be directed or disallowed by RBI. 

The Supreme Court saw that RBI through the roundabout didn’t force a sweeping prohibition 

on all exchange VCs yet just coordinated banks and other legitimate elements that are 

managed by RBI to not offer types of assistance to any counterfeit lawful substance or 

individual managing in or settling VCs. In this way, it tends to be gathered that the residents 

who had taken up the exchange of managing in VCs were not restricted from utilizing 

cryptographic forms of money put away in their advanced wallets in making instalments for 

buying items. 

In this manner, however the roundabout cripplingly affected the exchange of VCs it couldn’t 

be compared with a blanket ban. It was additionally seen that RBI had not settled on a choice 

short-term and had applied its brain in the wake of taking monetary steadiness reports, and 

the Inter Regulatory Working gathering’s report on Fintech and Digital Banking, 2017 into 

consideration. 

The dispute of the petitioners charging RBI of enjoying “colourable exercise of force” that 

brought about coincidental losses endured by VC trades was additionally invalidated. It was 

 
4 Internet and Mobile Association of India v. Reserve Bank of India, Writ Petition (Civil) No.528 of 2018 
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held that the choice of RBI was persuaded by the need to secure the public interest and it had 

practiced its control over the lawful elements it had purview over. 

Besides, concerning different regulators, it was seen by the Supreme Court that each 

regulator, office or division has an alternate capacity to perform. Accordingly, it was seen 

that RBI can’t be held wrong for receiving an alternate methodology from different 

regulators.  

Similarly, with respect to comparative analysis with other jurisdictions, the Supreme Court 

held that the approach adopted by other jurisdictions, especially more developed ones, only 

had persuasive efficacy and couldn’t immediately determine what the RBI could or couldn’t 

do. 

However, having addressed the initial two issues in agreement, it was while resolving the 

third issue that the trial of proportionality was applied by the Supreme Court. As to conflict 

of the petitioners of their right to trade under Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution, the 

Supreme Court held that VC trades that offer types of assistance like purchasing, selling and 

putting away of VCs in advanced wallets (digital wallets) were profoundly influenced as they 

would not have the option to get by without getting to the financial channels.5 

Thus, petitioners’ right to trade guaranteed under Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution was 

infringed. Nonetheless, as it is grounded that any limitation on exchange or trade needs to 

pass through the assessment of sensibility and reasonableness; comparatively, RBI needed to 

finish the assessment of proportionality to legitimize its activity. The doctrine of 

proportionality lies on the following factors: 

• There are no less invasive measures; 

• Measures embraced are associated with the satisfaction of the proposed reason; 

• There is a connection between the requirement for accomplishing the necessary level 

headed and confining the privilege, and; 

• The action embraced is assigned for the expected reason. 

The Supreme Court held that there were less intrusive methods for accomplishing the very 

target that was not considered by RBI at the hour of giving the round, and it neglected to give 

information showing any likeness of harm endured by the monetary elements controlled by it. 

Further, according to the proposition made by the European Parliament, and Crypto-

Regulation Bill 2018, cover prohibition on VCs was not supported. 

 
5 Constitution of India,1950 
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Maybe, the working of VCs was recommended to be brought inside the domain of regulation. 

Subsequently, it was held that the roundabout couldn’t be named as a legitimate measure as it 

was pronounced to have bombed the trial of proportionality. Thus, it was suppressed. 

In mid-2019, a government committee of trustees had recommended forbidding all private 

cryptographic forms of money, with a prison term of as long as 10 years just as substantial 

punishments for anybody managing in advanced monetary standards. Nonetheless, the 

Supreme Court in March 2020 overturned RBI’s circular, allowing banks to deal with 

cryptographic money exchanges from brokers and trades. 

III. IMPACT OF THE JUDGMENT ON THE CRYPTO INDUSTRY 
The Supreme Court’s call would possibly simply be an interim respite to the crypto business 

in India instead of a full-fledged relief. As of nowadays, the banks and money entities cannot 

deny providing services to VC exchanges. VC exchanges have restrictive approval to access 

banking and alternative allied banking services. Yet, it’s acceptable to notice that nothing has 

been aforesaid by the Supreme Court with reference to the rule of exchange scientific 

discipline types of cash. The absence of tips remains a major demand for the multiplication of 

VC adventures in Asian countries. 

There is a chance that the authorities because of the judgment might rethink its current draft 

invoice on cryptocurrencies entitled “Banning of Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official 

Digital Currency Bill, 2019” that seeks a ban on VCs.On the off likelihood that such a law is 

ordered, it might unfold the maturing crypto business in Asian country which might likewise 

adverse have an effect on the fintech space.RBI is even able to issue a current spherical that 

will currently not violate the Supreme Court’s call, on the premise that a current role of harm 

has been set whereas handling VCs.6 

Notwithstanding, the judgment would provide a catalyst not solely to the VCs fairly known 

with blockchain innovation and therefore the} whole crypto biological system also. For 

instance, the worldwide suburbanised digital currency trade Finance cluster has framed a $50 

million blockchain innovation store for the Indian market, within the area of days once the 

judgment was articulated.7 On the organization front, continuous authorities drive just like the 

Blockchain District by Telangana authorities and therefore hundred sensible Cities Mission 

 
6 Banning of Cryptocurrency and Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2019 
7 Aditi Shrivastava, “Cryptocurrency exchange Binance sets up $50 million Indian blockchain fund”, ET Rise, 

March 17, 2020,available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/cryptocurrency-

exchange-binance-sets-up-50-million-indian-blockchain-fund/articleshow/74665232.cms 
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of Asian countries can likewise get an improvement.8 

Further, in spite of the Supreme Court’s selection, Associate in Nursing increment in venture 

by the money backers and purchasers is inconceivable because the price of bitcoin has fallen 

radically from its Gregorian calendar month 2017 celestial point and therefore the overall 

processed currency market lost quite $50 billion over fears of slump seeable of the 

Coronavirus erupt, inferable from its commonly hypothetic and eccentric nature. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The Supreme Court’s selection has simply given an impermanent relief to the first digital 

cash business in India. It’s not thought of the difficulty of its quality because it was ne’er 

being remarked. It absolutely was clear within the judgment that since the organisation had 

not nonetheless passed the draft bill and no real damage had been endured by the financial 

parts directed by RBI, on these lines, the boycott was foolish. Nonetheless, there’s no 

denying the manner that the hazards recognized by the tally of secrecy, non-payment, the 

elaboration of the KYC cycle, and therefore the demand for security of purchasers and money 

backers carries on. 

Thus, a legitimate restrictive framework incorporating all stakeholders, and putting the 

equilibrium of safety of user’s pastimes additionally to marketplace sentiments ought to be 

introduced. The government as hostile casting off the ultimate fate of the fintech business 

ought to exploit the prospect whereas guaranteeing the successfulness of the financial and 

instalments arrangement of the country. With the growing growth of the blockchain and 

crypto markets in Asian country, it might be fascinating to observe if the bill ideas area unit 

accepted and existing user’s area unit impacted or whether or not the new modification bill 

provides relief. 

***** 

 
8 Inc42, available at https://inc42.com/buzz/telangana-aims-to-be-indias-blockchain-capital-with-new-

incubators/ (last visited on April 1, 2020) 


